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1. General Overview 

Kaons are heavy enough to have an interesting range of decay modes avail- 
able to them, and light enough to be produced in sufficient numbers to explore 
rare modes with satisfying statistics. Kaons and their decays have provided at 
least two major breakthroughs in our knowledge of fundamental physics. They 
have revealed to us CP violation,l and their lack of flavor-changing neutral inter- 
actions warned us to expect charm.:! In addition, K” - K” mixing has provided 
us with one of our most elegant and sensitive laboratories for testing quantum 
mechanics.3 There is every reason to expect that future generations of kaon 
experiments with intense sources would add further to our knowledge of funda- 
mental physics. This talk attempts to set f.uture kaon experiments in a general 
theoretical context, and indicate how they may bear upon fundamental theoret- 
ical issues. - 

Figure 1 encapsulates some important trends in elementary particle physics. 
Two major philosophical approaches can be distinguished. The “onion-skin” 
philosophy emphasizes the search for more elementary constituents of matter 
as previous levels are shown to be composite. Many authors believe4 that the 
present “elementary” particles such as quarks, leptons, possibly gauge bosons 
and maybe Higgs fields are in fact composites of underlying preons on a distance 
scale 5 0(10-16) cm. The unification merchants, on the other hand, emphasize5 
the common origin and form of the different fundamental forces. It now seems 
established that the weak and electromagnetic interactions are at least partially 
unified in the Glashow-Salam-Weinberg (GSW) model,6 and that the nuclear 
forces are complicated manifestations of an underlying gauge theory &CD’ which 
is conceptually close to the GSW model. Together they constitute the “Standard 
Model” of elementary particles. Their family resemblance leads naturally to the 
hypothesis’ of a grand unified theory of all gauge interactions. If this exists, its 
grand symmetry must be broken at a very high energy scale’ within a few orders 
of magnitude of the Planck mass of O(lOlg) GeV. At that scale there may be 
a final “superunification” with gravity. The provocative prefix “super” reflects 
my belief that such a final unification probably employs supersymmetry (SUSY) 
in some f0rm.l’ It may well be that SUSY makes an earlier appearance on the 
stage of unification. As we will see later, technical difficulties with GUTS would 
be alleviated if SUSY was effectively restored at an energy scale as low as 1 TeV. 
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Fig. 1. A general overview of the “onion skin” and 
unification trends in elementary particle physics. 

The different theoretical ideas introduced above are developed in greater de- 
tail in Sec. 2 of this talk. Then follows a survey of different experiments which 
would be done with an Intense Medium Energy Source of Strangeness, including 
rare K decays, probes of the nature of CP-violation, ~1 decays, hyperon decays 
and neutrino physics. Each experiment Will be assessed for its interest as a test 
of the different theoretical ideas reviewed in Sec. 2. Section 3 concludes with a 
personal list of priorities for IMESS experiments. That terminates the physics 
content of this talk, and leaves us with two short sections of craziness. Section 4 
discusses why and how quantum mechanics might be-violated, and how one might 
test this in the K” - K” system. Finally, Sec. 5 asks the unaskable question: 
how best should one proceed to explore strange physics in the future? 

2. Survey of Different Theories 

2.1 THESTANDARDMODEL 
By this name we denote the gauge theory based on the group SU(3) (for 

the strong interactions) X SU(2) X U(1) (for the weak and electromagnetic in- 
teractions), with just 3 (or perhaps N > 3) identical generations of quarks and 
leptons, and with spontaneous gauge symmetry breaking furnished by a single 
doublet of Higgs fields. l1 As mandated by the suppression of flavor-changing neu- 
tral interactions of kaons, the Standard Model incorporates the GIM mechanism2 
so that neutral currents conserve flavor at the tree level, and flavor-changing neu- 
tral interactions at the oneloop level are suppressed by O(CX mi/m&). The GIM 
mechanism is an automatic consequence of any theory12 in which all quarks of 
the same charge and helicity have the same weak isospin and get their masses 
from the same Higgs doublet. The Standard Model provides not only a quali- 
tative but also a quantitative explanation of the magnitudes of flavor-changing 
neutral interactions. For example, the magnitude of the AS = 2 K” -K” mass 
mixing was used13 to give an experimentally verified upper limit on the mass of 
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the charmed quark, and the c quark contribution to the AS = 1 K” + cr+lr- 
decay matrix element is small enough13 to be compatible with experiment.‘l We 
will return later to these calculations in the 6-quark Kobayashi-Maskawa15 ex- 
tension of the original hquark GIM model. 2 They will provide us with useful 
constraints on the angles 8i (i = 1,2,3) characterizing the charged weak inter- 
actions of quarks,16 as well as on the mass of the t quarkl’ and thereby connect 
with the phase 6 which is the sole source of CP violation in the Standard Model. 
There is no room for weak mixing angles between leptons in the Standard Model 
as the neutrinos are supposed to be massless. This means that the numbers 
L e,c1,7 of the different Lepton families are absolutely conserved, so that p /+ ey, 
K” /-+pe, etc. Even if the neutrino masses are non-zero, upper limits18 on their 
values suppress AL # 0 reactions to unobservably low rates unless there is some 
physics beyond the Standard Model. 

2.2 MORE W’s OR HIGGS? 
It is natural to entertain the possibility of extending the weak gauge group 

of the Standard Model, perhaps by making it more symmetric: SU(2) X U(1) 
becomes Sum X sum X U(1) with parity broken spontaneously, or perhaps 
by making it more unified: SU(2),5. X U(1) b ecomes SU(3),5 or? In the absence of 
any attractive unified weak interaction models the unifiers5 have gone on to grand 
unification8 at a scale 2 0( 1015) GeV.’ Left-right symmetric models are still very 
much with us, as evidenced by discussions in the CP-violation section of this 
meeting.lg They predict two more I%‘$ beyond the two 1vLf already discovered, 
and two neutral Z” bosons. Left-right symmetric models also expect a right- 

- handed neutrino field and non-zero neutrino masses. The right-handed neutrino 
can acquire an 5742)~ X V( 1) invariant Majorana mass and may well be rather 
heavy. There are constraintsm on the masses of ‘YRf bosons and their mixing 
with w: bosons which are considerably more restrictive if the VR are lighter 
than a kaon.22 

Why not have more Higgs bosons ? They are needed in theories with larger 
gauge groups, and could easily be incorporated in the minimal SU( 2)~ X U( 1) the- 
ory. With two Higgs doublets one can implement23 a global V( 1) symmetry which 
would solve the problem of strong CP-violation in QCD through the 0 vacuum 
parameter.24 SUSY theories actually require an even number of Higgs doublets 
in order to cancel out anomalies and give masses to all quarks and leptons.25 
Another motivation for multiple Higgses was to get an additional source of CP- 
violation26 as discussed in the CP-violation session at this meeting.lg However, 
in models with a U(1) symmetry and in SUSY theories with two Higgs doublets, 
the quarks of charge + 2/3 get their masses from one Higgs doublet and the 
quarks of charge - l/3 from another. Thus these models incorporate the GIM 
mechanism,:! the neutral Higgs couplings conserve flavor, and there is no extra 
Higgs source2’ of CP-violation. In general, theories with two Higgs doublets 
contain two charged bosons H* and three neutrals including two scalars Ho 
and Ho’ and one pseudoscalar a which becomes the light axion if a global U(1) 
symmetrye3 is implemented. 
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2.3 DYNAMICALSYMMETRYBREAKING 
Many people regard Higgs fields as an unattractive wart on the face of gauge 

theory which they would prefer to burn out. One suggestion” is that Higgses are 
in fact composites of fermions bound together by some new “technicolor” gauge 
interaction which confines them within a range of [Am = O(lTeV))-I. The 
role of the spontaneous symmetry breaking previously associated with the vac- 
uum expectation of elementary Higgs fields is now usurped by dynamical symme- 
try breaking associated with condensates <O] PFIO> of these “technifermions.” 
This mechanism gives masses to the vector bosons in a very economical way, but 
requires epicycles in order to give masses to quarks and leptons. One proposed 
solution28 was to introduce new “extended technicolor” (ETC) interactions as 
shown in Fig. 2. 

Fig. 2. (a) A Higgs--f 7 vertex 
metamorphoses into (b) a composite 
scalar CT - 17 vertex which requires 
(c) a four-fermion vertex that can 

;>“- ;>LL ;x ;>-<c fJ$ 

be generated either by (d) scalar (0) (b) (cl (d) (e) 

exchange or (e) vector ETC (E) 5-83 4541A2 
exchange. 

The conventional elementary Higgs-‘qq vertex& replaced by the composite 
Higgs- ijq vertex which embodies a four-fermion QQijq interaction generated 
by the exchange of massive ETC gauge bosons. One then has quark and lepton 
masses 

(1) 
enabling the ETC boson masses to be estimated in terms of the known fermion 
mass spectrum. In a favored class 2g of ETC models there is one technigeneration 
(U,D,E,N) of t h ‘q ec nl uarks and leptons in parallel to the conventional gener- 
at,ions (u, d, e, v) etc. They are coupled to the conventional fermions by several 
different classes of ETC bosons, namely at least one per generation as indicated 
in Fig. 3a. In addition to these gauge bosons, a non-Abelian gauge theory of 
ETC must contain bosons coupling the different conventional generations to one 
another as seen in Fig. 3b. These “horizontal” ETC bosons have the same prop- 
erties as the horizontal gauge bosons often postulated in the absence of an ETC 
motivation. However, in ETC theories the masses of these horizontal bosons 
are similar to those of the ETC bosons and can be estimated30 using for- 
mula (1). There are other denizens of the technicolor zoo, some of whose masses 
are less tightly constrained. The theory containseg many “techhipions” which 
are partners of the composite Higgs that escape being eaten by the W* and 
Z”. They include color triplet bound states of techniquarks and technileptons 
called pseudoscalar leptoquarks PLQ whose masses are expected= to be O(150) 
GeV. There are also color singlet charged pseudoscalars P* which should3’ have 
masses 0(5 to 14) GeV and have not been seen at PEP or PETRA,32 to the em- 
barrassment of technicolor theorists. There should also be even lighter neutral 
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Fig. 3. (a) A sketch of the o x X X N 
group structure of the 
simplest extended techni- -1 X X X E 

color theories, and (b) a 
typical flavor-changing neu- 
tral interaction mediated by 
horizontal ETC boson Horizontol ETC 
exchange. (0) 

Horizontol A ETC 

d s 

5-m (b) .5.,*3 

bosons Pop3 whose masses can only= come from other interactions that we have 
not yet mentioned. One candidate34 is vector leptoquark interactions of the Pati- 

- Salam type. These are expected34l36 to yield 

mpo,s = O(1:) GeV X (30~~~v’) X 0(2”*‘) 

and the non-observation of K* -+ .*P0j3 decay tells% us that 

(2) 

Mpo,s 2 O(350) MeV (3) 
which suggests via Eq. (2) an upper bound on rnps of order 3000 TeV in such . 
extended ETC theories. These vector leptoquarks will be met again in the dis- 
cussion of rare K and C decays, along with the pseudoscalar leptoquarks. 

Before leaving ETC theories, we should emphasize that models of the type 
described have severe problems with flavor-changing neutral interactions,a esPe- 
cially the magnitude of the AS = 2 interaction responsible for K” - K” mixing, 
and the absence so far of a AC = 2 interaction leading to Do-Do mixing. These 
problems can be traced30j36p37 to the failure of ETC theories to satisfy the usual 
conditions12 for natural flavor conservation. People have not abandoned hope of 
solving these problems.38 If and when a full solution is found, it may well affect 
some of the order of magnitude estimates of rare K decays that we make later. 
However, these estimates do apply to the models36s37 with partial solutions that 
do exist. 



2.4 SUPERSYMMETRY 
This is another response to the puzzles posed by Higgs fields. In order for 

the Cl/* and Z” bosons to have required masses of O(100) GeV, there must be 
at least some Iliggs bosons with comparable masses. However, elementary scalar 
fields are believed to receive contributions to their masses 6mH = O(mp N 10lg 
GeV) when propagating (Fig. 4a) through the space-time foam that is believed to 
constitute the quantum gravitational vacuum. 3g More prosaically, they acquire 
6mH = o(mx z 1015 GeV) from interactions (Fig. 4b) with other Higgses in 
the grand unified theory vacuum.40 

Fig. 4. A scalar field acquires large mass by 
propagating either through (a) space-time 
foam or (b) through the GUT vacuum. 

9” 

- 
5-81 

-(b) 
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Even if these contributions to the light Higgs mass were to vanish or cancel 
miraculously, there would be radiative corrections as in Fig. 5a which would give 
6rn& = O(@)(m$ or m$). These must be cancelled out through O(o12), which 
requires some quite powerful magic. This can be provided either by “dissolving” 
Higgses so that they become composite on distance scales < O(lTeV-l), as 
in technicolor theories,27 or else by imposing supersymmetry (SUSY). In SUSY 
theorieslO there are bosons and fermions with similar couplings. Since their 
quantum loops have opposite signs as indicated in Fig. Sb, fermions and bosons 
tend to cancel so that 

g2 A-mx or mp 
6rn$ x 

/ 
1 g2 

iii? d4kp = sA2 
(4 

g2 ( 2 rnc) . -+s “B- 
In order for C!kQH to be less than the required Higgs masses O(100 GeV) we see 
from Eq. (4) that one needs 

(rns - m$) 5 0( 1 TeV2) . (5) 



(a) v 

Fig. 5. (a) Diagrams renormalizing 
0 

‘7, H 

the scalar mass, and (b) the diagrams 
(+)-- --- (-)--d-- (+)--LL 

which almost cancel them in a SUSY 
theory, with signs indicated in (b) --\ u 

v 
parentheses. 

I’ ;’ Pi 
(-I- u- 

- (+) --‘-I-- (-I-<>- 

Thus the unseen SUSY partners of known particles cannot be very heavy. The 
basic building blocks of the simplest SUSY theorieslO are supermultiplets con- 
taining pairs of particles differing in helicity by f l/Z: 

gauge boson . 
gaugino ’ 

Of this zoo of new particles, the lightest gaugino is lik;l;Ito be the photino $, 
while there may also be light neutral shiggs particles H . 

The same flavor-changing neutral interactions that were the Nemesis3’ of 
technicolor theories also impose strong constraints on SUSY theories.42 The tree 
level couplings of all the new neutral particles must conserve flavor, and loop 
contributions to AF # 0 interactions must be very small. The first requirement 
implies that the squark and slepton mass eigenstates must be spartners of pure 
quark and lepton mass eigenstates, and hence that- the SUSY analogues of the 
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Makawa charged weak current mixing angles must be nearly 
identical with the familiar quark mixing angles. The suppression of loop diagrams 
requires a super-G&I mechanism, for example in the super-box diagram of Fig. 6 
which is of order 

only if 
mf-rni 

rng or rnt 
EO 

( 1 
E$ 5 o(lo-3) . (8) 

At first blush, these AF # 0 neutral interaction conditions may seem difficult to 
satisfy, but in fact they emerge naturally in models with SUSY broken sponta- 
neously. There all the squarks acquire universal rni of order (30 GeV)2 or more, 
while all differences Am; in squared masses are O(Amt) m O(1) GeV2 in the 
case of the first two generations. In these spontaneously broken SUSY theories 
super-loop contributions to AF # 0 processes can be comparable43 to the usual 
Standard Model contributions, and there may also be observable decays44J4gr46 
into light SUSY particles such as the q and fi’, as we shall see later. 
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Fig. 6. A typical super-box diagram contributing 
to AI; # 0 neutral interactions in a SUSY theory 
which requires a super-GIM cancellation. 

There are also SUSY models which have additional sources of symmetry vi- 
olation beyond those in the Standard Model. For example, there exist possible 
additional sources of CP violation. 47 There is also the possibility of spontaneous 
lepton number violation due to vacuum expectation values for the spin-zero part- 
ners of neutrinos, whose effects are currently being investigated.48 Indeed, we 
cannot even be sure that the photino and gluino couplings conserve flavor at the 
tree level. This is strongly suggested by the phenomenological constraints,44j45j46 
but it can be argued 4g that one should take a more agnostic phenomenological 
viewpoint. 

2.5 PREONS 
It seems natural to suppose that the particles we currently regard as fun- 

damental and elementary are in fact composite.4 We have already removed so 
many layers of the onion - why not one more? Moreover, we now know such an 
untidy profusion of quark and lepton flavors that it is very appealing to seek a 
simpler description of nature with fewer fundamental elements. We have already 
toyed with the idea of composite Higgs fields, so perhaps quarks, leptons and even 
gauge bosons are composite also on a distance scale O(A-‘) which may be as large 
as 0(1 TeV-‘). Suppose for example that the only preons are fermionic, with 
quarks and leptons containing at least three, while bosons contain two preons. 
Then one can visualize the observed interactions as being due to exchange forces 
as in Fig. 7, with the dominant forces of longest range occurring in channels 
corresponding to the lightest bosonic bound states with masses in << A. This 
is similar to the way rr exchange is important in nuclear interactions because 
mn << 1 GeV. We would expect there to be additional forces in other channels 
corresponding to the exchanges of other bosons with masses m = O(A) analogous 
to the p, w and tensor meson exchanges of the conventional strong interactions. 

Fig. 7. An exchange diagram which yields a new 
effective interaction in a preon theory. 

5 - 83 4541A0 
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This analogy with the conventional strong interactions is too glib and glosses 
over many technical puzzles. 4 Why are the lightest bound states fermions with 
m << O(A), whereas the fermionic bound states of &CD, the baryons, are heavy 
with masses O(1 GeV)? The underlying dynamics must obey consistency condi- 
tions” which are very difficult to satisfy. Why are there light bosons of spin 
1, whereas the only light bosons in QCD have spin O? It is very difficult to see 
how light gauge bosons would emerge unless the underlying dynamics already 
possessed t,he corresponding gauge invariance. 

If we suspend our disbelief for a moment, we might expect that the exchanges 
of heavy bosons, or other dynamics on a scale of O(1 TeV-‘) might generate all 
manner of novel interactions: 

and more generally 

A:;!mfnBm tw 
In general, we would not expect these new interactions to conserve conventional 
quantum numbers such as lepton number L, baryon number B, etc., since pre- 
sumably different quark and lepton flavors share some preonic constituents in 
common, though some of the interactions (9) might be suppressed by some ap- 
proximate chiral symmetry. The low-energy phenomenology of preon theories 
may in many ways resemble that of ETC theories, since observable new interac- 
tions of the form (9) probably involve the transformation of horizontal generation 
quantum numbers or the exchange of leptoquark quantum numbers. 

3. Survey of Experimental Probes 

3.1 RARE K DECAYS 
There has been a lot of discussion4’ at this meeting of the whole gamut of 

rare K decays. Here I will only select a few possible experiments and concentrate 
on a subset of theories, treating composite models only cursorily and models with 
multiple gauge or Higgs bosons not at all. Each experiment will be discussed in 
turn for its interest within different frameworks, and the results are summarized 
in a table expressing my personal assessments. 

3.1.1 Kf --) pe and K* --+ w*pe These two decays do not occur at all in the 
Standard Model, because it conserves separately both electron and muon lepton 
numbers L, and L,. The same is also true in most SUSY models, though there 
is a possible escape route. 48 If any of the spin-zero sneutrino fields acquire a 
vacuum expectation value, the corresponding violation of lepton number would 
conceivably have repercussions in K decay, though the details are still being 
worked out.48 
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In contrast, Ki --) Fe and K* + n*pe are mainstream possibilities in tech- 
nicolor theories,” where there are many possible contributions to these decays. 
In the direct channel one can exchange a horizontal ETC gauge boson as in Fig. 
8a. From the experimental upper limit” 

lo 
-9 (10) 

one deduces34 a lower limit on the squared mass of the corresponding gauge 
bosons: 

mid,+ >_ (3500, 170) TeV2 (11) 

which is exceedingly close to the estimates 3o obtained by using the formula (1). 
Therefore this mechanism should yield Kf --+ pe decay at a rate very close 
to the experimental limit (10). Another contribution to Kj -+ pe decay could 
come from the exchange of a Pati-Salam3’ vector leptoquark boson in the crossed 
channel as in Fig. 8b. In this case the limit (10) tells us34 that 

mps > O(300) TeV (12) 
whereas we deduced earlier from the nonobservation of K* -+ T*P~,~ decay that 
mpo,3 > O(350) MeV (3) and h ence mps < O(3000) TeV. Hence this mechanism 
should give rise to Ki -+ pe decay at a rate within at most 0( 10W4) of the present 
experimental upper limit (10). Th e exchanges of pseudoscalar bosons can also 
contribute to Kf + pe decay. For example, the light pseudoscalars Pot3 can be 
exchanged in the direct channel as in Fig. 8c, and the upper limit (10) tells us30 
that 

rn&, > 2 X lOsti GeV2 (13) 
where the 0 are some AF # 0 mixing angles. Since the ps3 are expected on 
the basis of Eqs. (2) and (12) to weigh less than 3 GeV, the constraint (13) 
means that the mixing angles 13 must be very small indeed. This possibility is 
not excluded within the ETC framework.36 A contribution to Ki + pe which is 
less easy to suppress is crossed channel pseudoscalar leptoquark (PLQ) exchange 
as in Fig. 8d. The upper limit (10) tells us34 that 

mpw 2 O(l50) GeV (14 

5-83 4541A8 

Fig. 8. Contributions to Ki + pe decay from (a) direct channel HETC ex- 
change, (b) cross channel Pati-Salam gauge boson exchange, (c) direct channel 
P”j3 exchange and (d) crossed channel pseudoscalar leptoquark exchange. 
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which coincides with the best estimates29p33 of the mass of the PLQ. Therefore 
ETC theories would also expect Ke ---) Fe via this mechanism to occur very close 
to the present experimental upper limit (10). This contribution is difficult to 
avoid because there is no way of preventing technileptons and techniquarks from 
binding to form the PLQ, its mass is simply related by scaling to the K+ - 7r” 
mass difference, and the s -+ p and d ---* e transitions are not expected to be 
suppressed by any small angle factors. 

The above contributions all have analogues in the decays K* -+ ripe. The 
only difference is that the present experimental limits2 

I’(K* -+ r*pe) 
r(K+ -+ ++vp) < lm5 ’ lo 

-7 (15) 

is a weaker constraint than the Kj -+ pe limit (10). For example, it means3’ 
that 

m& > O(200) TeV2 (16) 
to be compared with the more stringent bound (11). However, the bound (15) is 
logically independent, since Kf ---) pe proceeds via a pseudoscalar coupling to the 
quarks, whereas K+ + pe proceeds via a vector or scalar coupling. Therefore in 
principle one decay could occur and not the other, though in practice models37 
predict comparable values for the ratios (10) and (15). 

Searches for the decay Ki -+ pe and also for K+ + n+pe would be very 
interesting and topical from the point of view of technicolor theories of dynamical 
symmetry breaking.29 These decays could also occur in preori models,4 but the 
rates are much more difficult to pin down. However, as we see later they may be 
the best ways to test preon models in rare K decays. 
3.1.2 K+ ---+ ?r+ + Higgs A parenthetic revival of this decay is appropriate 
here since an experiment to look for K+ + Ir+pe decay could also be a useful 
Higgs search experiment. In the Standard Model there is just one physical neutral 
Higgs which should weigh more than 10 GeV. l1 However, there could be a lighter 
neutral Higgs in models with multiple Higgs doublets, such as supersymmetric 
models for example. We expect l1 the following to be the dominant decay modes 
of light neutral Higgs bosons: 

2% < mH < 2mp : H --+ e+e- or 77 

2mp<mH<2mn : H-+p+p- 

2m < mIg < 2mK : H --+ p+p- or 7r+rIT- , 7r07ro 
(17) 

2mK<mH<2mr : ff-+K@~). 
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Nuclear physics excludes*’ rn~ < 0(15) MeV. There is a claim 53 that the ab- 
sence of a Higgs peak in q’ -+ q + p+p- excludes rn~ < O(400) MeV, but the 
experimental uper limit is not far below the calculationM of the q’ --) q + H 
decay rate which is not very reliable. The range m, < rnH < 2ml, is almost 
excluded by a search in the K+ -+ r+ + e+e- decay.55 There is no informa- 
tion about lighter Higgses because of background problems, and heavier Higgses 
would have decayed into p+p- and could not have been seen in this experiment. 
ItFuld te intyesting to p+er$m sensitive searches for Higgses a; spikes+ in 

--+ 7r + (e e- and p p ), which could be byproducts of K + ?r pe 
experiments. 
3.1.3 K+ -+ ?r+ + Nothing “Nothing” comes in many varieties of unobserved 
neutrals, mcludmg the following: 
K+ -+ 7r+ + axion This is a two-body decay for which the experimental upper 
limit5’ is 

rw+ --++a) <38 x lo-t? 
I(K+ + all) + (18) 

to be compared with a theoretical rat,e% which is generally 2 O(10s6). It 
may be possible to arrange for a partial cancellation in the decay amplitude by 
a judicious choice of charged Higgs boson mass, but it seems very difficult to 
suppress the decay rate below the upper limit (18). This is just one of the many 
reasons why the conventional axion should be dead. However, its Frankenstein 
refuses to accept5g the mortality of his creature: perhaps it is an undead zombie 
which still awaits the silver stake of another experiment to be driven through its 
heart? 
K+ + 7r+ + familon WilczekGo has invented another light pseudoscalar for 
you, this time the exactly massless familon f, a Goldstone boson of a conjectured 
family or generation symmetry. He estimatcsbo the branching ratio 

R(K+ + r+ + f) = 0(1014) (qq2 (19) 
where F is an analogue of the pion decay constant fn. CosmologyG1 tells us that 
F 5 0(1012) GeV, whereas present experiments (18) tell us that F 2 5 X 10” 
GeV. This small gap could be closed by an experiment sensitive to a branching 
ratio of O(lO-lo). Here is a theory which could be excluded by a forthcoming 
rare K decay experiment. 

K++n++CiUiDi The experimental upper limit5’ on this three-body decay 
is 

r(K+-+*++C;vifii)< 14x 1o-7 
I’(K+ -+ all) 

. (20) 
The GIM loop diagrams 62 of the Standard Model give for each neutrino flavor i 

B(K+ + T+Vi Di) = 0.6 X 10 -6 Ioil rr2 x QCD factor 
“li8 
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with 

(22) 
In these formulae, the QCD correction factor is reasonably well known, the ujk 
denote Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix elements, and the Di are 
known’:! kinematic functions of the quark and lepton masses. As can be seen in 
Fig. 9, D vanishes when the mass of the lepton associated w&h Vi is 0(1 to 3) X 
rnw. The Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing angle factors and the unknown t 
quark mass are constrained by other AF # 0 amplitudesfi3 such as Ki -+ P+P- 
which gives an upper bound” on the K+ -+ n+ + vepe decay rate44 as seen in 
Fig. 10. The known amount of K” - K’O mixing provides44 a lower bound on 
the K+ -+ rIT+ + vi Pi (for light associated charged leptons, ei) which can also be 
seen in Fig. 10. Indicated explicitly in Fig. 10 is the uncertainty in the K” - k” 
mixing constraint arising from our ignorance of the AS = 2 operator matrix 
element < K” I(s c~)~IK’ >, usually expressed as a coefficient R times the value 
obtained by inserting the vacuum intermediate state. 

.I2 
-20 ’ 

I I I I 

c 
-2 IO - 

- 
25 

Fig. 9. Variation of the K+ + -T- 
8- 

?r+ P[ ve branching ratio with the Is- 
mass of the lepton e associated with ’ 6 
up, for different values of the t quark t 

50 

iX 4 --- - --, 
mass in GeV. z 

2 - *-*--- ‘. 

0 
-I 0 I 2 3 4 5 
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There was a recent advance64 on this point when it was realized that this matrix 
element would be related by SU(3) and PCAC to the known Al = 3/2 K+ -+ 
?r+7r” decay amplitude, yielding R = 0.33 with perhaps a (30 to SO)% uncertainty 
indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 10. Another potential uncertainty arises 
in the Ki ---) p+p- constraint. In contrast to the AS = 2 operator, it can get 
significant contributions from SUSY super-loop diagrams,43l65 which could lift 
the bound for a given value of mt. If we take conservatively the solid lines in 
Fig. 10 corresponding to R = 1 and no SUSY contribution to Ki --) p+p-, we 
find they are only compatible for rnt < 60 GeV, the Burasl’ bound. We get44 
the absolute upper bound 

xB(K+ + r+ + Uiiii) < NV X 1.1 X lo-’ 
i 

(23) 
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Fig. 10. Upper and lower bounds on the 
K+--+T+ peve decay ra,te for different 
values of mt. The numbers refer to the 
matrix element factor R. 
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on the decay rate and a lower bound44 

CB(K+ + or++ ViDi) > NFght X 1.4 X lo-” 
i 

(24 

where N:ght denotes the number of neutrinos whose associated leptons are light. 
The numbers (23) and (24) neglect the contributions of the heavier quarks to 
theCXM loop diagrams. Because of the KI -+ P+P- a.nd K" - K” mixing 
constraints, they can only slightly increase the upper bound on the K+ ---) R+ + 
vioi decay rate. 44 However, the lower bound can be destroyed by cancellations 
between the 1 quark and the 8th quark, though this cannot44 happen if the 8th 
quark mixing angles are in the hierarchial ratio 

uj8 

I-I 

2 
mt 

Uji 
x- 

w 
(25) 

If we ignore all this uncertainty, the bound (24) can be used to establish an 
upper bound on the number of neutrinos whose associated charged leptons do 
not have masses too close to the W mass as seen in Fig. 11. The curve was 
plotted using the conservative value R = 1 for the AS = 2 matrix element. 

Our conclusion is that the decay K+ -+ n+ + unobserved neutrals is very 
interesting in the context of the Standard Model. If the branching ratio is signif- 
icantly larger than the upper limit of 3.3 X lo-’ (23) this would be a signal for 
new physics: perhaps more than three neutrinos or . . ...? Paradoxically, a branch- 
ing ratio significantly lower than 4.2 X lo-” (24) could also be a signal for new 
physics, perhaps a cancellation between third and fourth generation quarks, or 

7 . . . . . . 
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Fig. 11. The present upper bound 
on the number of neutrinos from 1000 
K+--M+ + De ue decay22 as a 
function of the mass ml of the 
charged lepton associated with ve. 

K+ + T+ + ViDj#i So far we have concentrated on processes where the out- 
going neutrino and antineutrino have the same flavor. ETC theories and preon 
models could also give neutrinos and antineutrinos of different flavors, by mech- 
anisms similar to those by which they give K+ --) -n+pe. Unfortunately, since 
these decays are experimentally indistinguishable from K+ + w+ + ViDiy they 
will not be identifiable unless their branching ratios are above a few times IO-‘, 
which seems unlikely in view of the rCi ---f Fe bound (10). 

K+--M+ + photinos ;i or shiggses I?’ The light neutral particles expected in 
the SUSY theories of Sec. 2.4 could also be pair-produced in K+ decays, either 
at the tree 1eve1,4594g or more plausibly (?) via super-loop diagrams analogous 
to those for decays into ViPi. We expect 44y46 decays into gravitino pairs to be 
negligible, and we expect 

B(K+ + ?r+ + q + gravitino) 5 2B(K+ -+ R+ + q + 5) (26) 
and it is probably much smaller unless the scale of SUSY breaking is surprisingly 
small. The photino pair-production rate depends on the unknown spectrum of 
SUSY particles, but in genera144l46 

B(K+ --+ ?r+ +r+q)<O B(K++n++uiPi) (27) 
so that it is unlikely to push the rate for K+ + ?r+ + nothing up substantially. 
However, in some theories the lightest SUSY particles may be neutral shiggses 
I?‘, and they could 44 be pair-produced with branching ratios comparable with 
those for a single neutrino flavor: 
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B(K+-tn++fiofio)= 4 
B(K+ + 7r+ +u,D’e) . (28) 

where vl and v2 are the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets in 
SUSY theories. We expect vl 2 29, and if vl << v2 the ratio (28) becomes 0.88 
for mt = 20 GeV. We conclude that the decay K+ -+ ?r+ + nothing can also be 
interesting for SUSY theories. 

3.2 COMPARISONS 
My personal assessments of the interest of different rare K decay experiments 

from the points of view of different theories are shown in Table 1. The crosses 
indicate frameworks where a given process does not occur. This does not neces- 
sarily mean that the experiment is not interesting from the point of view of that 
theory. As Sherlock Holmes has observed, the best clue is often the dog that 
does not bark! 

Table 1. Testing Theories in Rare K Decays 

Standard Super- Preon 

Kt-+pe 

K+ -+ n+pe 

K+-+K+ 
+ nothing 

light 
pseudo 
scalar 

UP 

SUSY 
particles 

Ah/l/ 

a 

did not 
occur 

X X X 

The number of checks in each box correspond to the amount of interest I per- 
sonally have in confirming the non-zero prediction of the corresponding theory 
for that experiment. Do they correspond to the number of years of an experi- 
mentalist’s life that it might be worth devoting to that test of the theory? The 
question marks denote cases where the theory is not yet completely clear. 
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Since Table 1 attaches considerable significance to K+ + rIT+ + nothing 
experiments, it is worthwhile to make comparisons with other nothing production 
experiments, in which the existence of nothing is inferred by tagging the event 
with a pion, photon, 71’1~ or whatever. 

7r” + Nothing Clearly one way of tagging this is in K+ + w++( K’ -+ nothing), 
and it has been discussed as a way of producing pairs of massive photinos@ or 
neutrinos. There was some discussion at the Workshop of making and tagging 
the x0 in another way, perhaps by rr+ + d + p + p + (x0 -+ nothing), but it was 
concluded that background problems made this uncompetitive with K+ decay. 
J/$J + Nothing This is in principle a reliable way to count neutrinos, using 
the $J’ -+ J/+ + a+~- decay to tag J/~/J + nothing, but it is not very sensitive. 
From the expected6’ decay rate 

B( J/$ + P u) 
N 2 x 10B8Nv 

I 

2 

B( J/t/ -+ e+e-) 
rnJltl, (GeV) (29) 

and the experimental upper limit 68 of l/10 on this ratio we can infer that 

NV 5 5 x lo5 . (30) 
The cosmologistssg with their upper limit of three or four neutrinos should be 
laughing at us particle physicists. 1 The constraints on NV from K+ --+ T+ + 
nothing44 and from the late sta,ges of stellar evolution” are much more stringent 
than (30), even though somewhat uncertain. As for SUSY particles, the rate for 
J/$J -+ qq depends sensitively on the unknown C squark masses,” and, in fact, 
requires a difference between the masses of partners of the left: and right-handed 
C squarks. 
‘I’ + Nothing Many of the same remarks apply, except that the greater mass 
of the T means that one has better sensitivity than (29) but experimentalists 
have not yet got around to quoting an upper limit on T + nothing. If they 
could establish that this was < O(l/lO)B(T + e+e-) then one would get a 
limit: NV < 0(5000), which begins to be comparable with present limits from 
K++?r+ + nothing decay. 

e+e- ---+ Nothing This can be tagged72 by a bremsstrahlung 7, and there is 
currently a proposal73 to look for these at PEP with a sensitivity corresponding 
to NY 5 O(l0) at a center-of-mass energy of ,/i = 29 GeV. This search is also 
sensitive to photinos 74 if they weigh less than about 10 GeV and A$ < O(50) 
GeV. 
Z” + Nothing This is of course the neutrino counting experiment par excel- 
lence, and it is easy75 to gain a sensitivity to AN” << 1 in the reaction e+e- -+ 
Z” + 7. In contrast, Z” f* + q at the tree level. 

The reactions listed above were arranged by order of increasing energy, and 
hence sensitivity to heavier “nothing” particles. Since different experiments see 
different mass ranges as well as having differing sensitivities to different species 
of “nothing” particle, a complete understanding of the spectrum of quasi-stable 
neutral particles will require performing all the experiments. For example, if one 
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found an apparent “NV”> 3 in both 2’ ---* nothing and e+e- -+ nothing at 
,/G = 29 GeV, would K+ -+ ?r+ + nothing tell us NV = 3, in which case we 
would suspect the existence of novel neutrals, probably with masses larger than 
150 MeV? Or if we were satisfied from Z” and e+e- --) nothing that NV = 3, 
we could use the rate for K+ + R+ + nothing as a probe of Standard Model 
dynamics. Either way, the decay K+ -+ ?r+ + nothing has an important role to 
Play * 

The same probably cannot be said for the decay p -+ e + nothing which 
can be probed at a ?r or K factory. 76 One difficulty is that the dominant decay 
of the p is p -+ e + (nothing = up), so that there is a big background. One 
does not usually expect L, and L, to be violated in spontaneously broken SUSY 
theories, so /J f) e + q + q, whereas the analogous K+ --) r+ + ;i + 7 decay can 
occur at O(l/lO) of the K+ ---) T+ + u + P rate. For the same reason one does 
not expect fl --+ e + axion decay, whereas the absence of K+ -+ R+ + axion 
has already been used to dispute the very existence of an axion. However, the 
two-body decay p + e + familon could be interesting: 

B(p -+ e + f) x O(1d2) (31) 
to be compared with the analogous K+ -+ rr+ + f decay rate (19). For this 
reason a continued search for the two-body JL A e + nothing decay down to a 
limit of order lo-l2 may still be valuable. - 
3.3 MUON AND HYPERON DECAYS 

-Now that we have broached the subject of AL, # 0 processes, it is worth- 
while to make a systematic comparison of one with another, and also with the 
rare K decays that were the subject of Sec. 3.1.1. Table 2 is a compilation of 
limits from various rare processes” on the possible masses of certain species of 
exotic beasts. It is adapted from a table developed by Shanker.78 It is always 
difficult to achieve a consensus on the couplings to be assumed for imaginary par- 
ticles, and I have made somewhat different assumptions than Shanker.78 These 
do not affect the ratios of different limits on the same particle from different 
experiments so much as they affect the absolute values of the limits, especially 
for theories with many IIiggs doublets. Shanker78 assumed couplings to leptons 
of order g2 m7/rniv and to quarks of order g2 mb/mW, whereas I have chosen 
values three orders of magnitude smaller. These values correspond more closely 
to the masses of the light quarks and leptons involved in the processes we are 
considering. If they appear too small, recall that there are probably mixing angle 
factors which enter when we consider reactions that violate L, and/or .L,, and 
probably also when one changes quark generation: s -+ d. For this reason it 
is difficult to interpret directly the order-of-magnitude limit on the Higgs mass 
coming from processes violating L, and L,. However, it probably is reasonable 
to interpret Table 2 as indicating that among such processes, multiple Higgs the- 
ories are most sorely tested by anomalous muon conversion ~2 --) eZ. This need 
not be the case for other theories of L, and L, violation, which may well be more 
severely tested by p -+ ey or p--+ e 1 e searches. 
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Table 2. Comparison of Mass Limits From Rare Processes 

Process 

B(P + er) 
B(p ---) eee) 
B(pZ -+ e2) 
B(K” -+ pe) 

b w, ---* Pi4 
B(Ki -+ ee) 
B(K+ + r+pe) 
AmK 

Multiple Pseudoscalar Vet tor Experimental 
Higgs Leptoquark Leptoquark Limit 

0.2 
0.4 
11.0 
7.0 
4.7 
7.0 
0.7 
150 

mass limits mass limits mass limits 
in GeV in TeV in TeV 

- 

0.15 xe 
0.18 

0.12 x8 
0.18 x 0 

0.01 
- 

- 
- 

60 xe 
93 

62 x0 
95 x e 

3.5 
- 

1.9 x 10-l’ 
1.9 x 10-g 
7 x lo-” 
2 x 10-g 
9 x 10-g 
2 x 10-g 
7 x 10-g 

5z 3.5 x 10-15 
WV) 

Table 2 features my personal guesses as to possible mixing angle factors in 
leptoquark interactions which would arise if one makes the normal identifications 
of lepton and quark generations: s t+ /J, d ++ e. We see again that the best limits 
on leptoquark masses seem to come from the Ki + pe decay limit discussed in 
Sec. 3.1.1, with K+ + n+pe providing less stringent limits as we expected. We 
also see that the decays Ki -+ pp and ee give less interesting limits because of 
mixing angle factors. Since the decay Ki + p/1 has already been observed at 
a rate close to the unitarity limit, after Ki ---) pe the next most interesting of 
these leptonic K decays to look for may be Ki + ee. 

Another decay which gives access to similar physics is C + ppe. Unfortu- 
nately, it has been estimated ” that the upper limit on K --+ pe decay already 
suggests that 

B(C -+ ppe) 5 0( 10-12) . (32 
By comparison, the most stringent upper limits over rare C decays are aroun R 
10F6, which prompted one experimentalist at this meeting to describe the range 
(32) as “an awful long ways to go.” K decays seem more sensitive probes of L, 
and L, violating physics. 

One point to be recalled in looking at Table 2 is that as the sensitivity to a 
rare decay branching ratio B is increased, the sensitivity to heavy boson masses 
only increases as 

rnheavllaB-i . (33) 
Thus an order of magnitude increase m sensitivity corresponds to a change in 
the limit on mheavy by less than a factor of two. Moreover, this change is often 
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small compa.red with other uncertainties in the calculation, such as those in the 
values of coupling constants and of matrix elements. Progress will not be rapid, 
nor will its interpreta.tion be unambiguous. 

3.4 CP-VIOLATION 
The discovery’ of CP-violation in the neutral K” system has so far been one 

of the greatest contributions by kaons to our physical knowledge. Unfortunately, 
despite its cosmic significance7g this original manifestation of CP-violation in the 
K”-k” mass matrix is still the only CP-violating phenomenon observed experi- 
mentally. Table 3 presents a list of interesting CP-violating observables together 
with the corresponding predictions of the theoretical frameworks introduced in 
Sec. 2. 

We see that four of the observables appear in K decays, while two involve 
hyperon decays. First we have the fundamental K1 -K2 mass mixing parameter 
6. Its value can be fitted but not predicted in the Standard Model where 

6 a: S2S3 sin6 for small e2, e, . (34 
The observed value of t = O(10s3) can be understood very naturally if s2 and 
sg are both considerably smaller than sine,, as would be the case if the b quark 
lifetime turns out to be 0(10-12) seconds. In models with additional gauge 
bosons and left-right symmetric models in particular the value of 6 is related to 
the masses of the heavier gauge bosons. In multiple Higgs models the value of E is 
related to the spectra and couplings of the Higgs bosons. Technicolor models tend 
to predict magnitudes of the CP-conserving real part of the AS = 2 K1 - K2 
mass mixing which are much too large, and give no underst.anding why E should 
be so small.30 The last column in Table 3 introduces the non-perturbative QCD 
CP-violating e vacuum angle, 24 which cannot contribute significantly to 6 because 
of the severe upper limit of O(lO-‘) on t9 coming from the non-observation80 of a 
neutron electric dipole moment. Next we turn to model predictions for intrinsic 
CP violation 8 in the K -+ 2n decay amplitude and the ratio &/c. Figure 
12 depicts a Penguin diagram, which plays a crucial role in calculations of this 
quantity. As reviewed by Wolfenstein, lg this meeting has witnessed considerable 
progress in the elucidation of the Standard Mode181 and multi-Higgs mode182 
predictions. The Standard Model predicts81 a definite sign (positive) as well as a 
lower bound on the magnitude. Multiple Higgs models also predict82 a definite 
sign (negative) and a magnitude much larger than the Standard Model bound. 
These models are on the borderline of experimental exclusion, but may not yet 
have crossed it. Left-right symmetric gauge models are unfortunately rather less 
specific in their predictions for t’/t. The naive technicolor models seem83 to 
predict too large a value for 6/c, but this defect might also be rectified if one 
could cure% the other flavor-changing neutral interaction problems30 of such 
theories. 
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Table 3. CP Violating Observables and Model Predictions 

Standard Multiple Multiple Super- 
Model W H Technicolor symmetry 

eQCD 

fit +-+ mw, *mH 

2 2 x 1o-3 - 10 -3 < -2 x 1o-2 

Ok’) O( 10-y ? 

0 0 5 5 10-3 x 

4 ? ? 

- 34 ? ? 

< 10-30 - 3 x 10-27 - 5 x 10-26 

very small ? large ? 

unobservable ? large ? 

too fit - unless fit - unless 
small CPX CPX 

spontaneously spontaneously 

too big? 0 

large ? 

large ? 

0 

0 

? 
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N 10-25 

as for 
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Model 
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Fig. 12. A penguin diagram. 
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The next row” features predictions of the different models for intrinsic CP- 
violation in the K + 3n decay amplitude. It is expected to be the same order 
of magnitude as d in the Standard Model, and also very small in a left-right 
symmetric gauge model, whereas the multiple-Higgs model prediction has not 
been developed. The muon transverse polarization P[ is expected to be non- 
zero only in multiple-Higgs models, but is not expected to be very large. For 
completeness, two CP-violating observables in hyperon decay are listed, together 
with the Standard Model predictions for them which are both O(&). The left- 
right gauge and multiple-Higgs model predictions have not yet been developed. 

We now turn to CP-violating observables beyond the ambit of the strange 
physicist. The neutron electric dipole moment d, is expectedM to be unobserv- 
ably small in the Standard Model, but can be close to the present experimental 
limit8’ of 6 X 1O-25 e-cm in left-right gauge models,85 multiple-Higgs models,86 
and in technicolor theories.87 This is the only observable for which the QCD f? 
vacuum parameter is likely to play a role, and the estimate@ d, E 3 x 1O-168 e- 
cm tells us that 

e 5 2 x IO-~ (35) 
which is why its effects are not observable elsewhere. Observation of a neutron 
electric dipole moment in the near future need not exclude the Standard Model of 
CP-violation. Its prediction could have been augmented by a contribution from 
0 close to the limit (35) w ic h h would not show up in any other phenomenological 
situation. The electron could also have an observable 8g electric dipole moment, 
which can be comparable with that of the neutron in some SUSY models.g0 

It is natural to ask whether CP-violation could appear in the Do - Do or 
B” - B” systems in ways analogous to its manifestation in the K” -I’?’ system. 
According to the Standard Model, c should be small in the Do system but could 
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be large in the B” system. This depends on the values of unknown Kobayashi- 
Maskawa angles, but unfortunately B ’ -B” mixing is expected to be suppressed 
in domains of the angles where 6 is large,g1 so it is unlikely that CP-violation 
could actually be observed in the B” system if the Standard Model is correct. 

Finally we come to the Universe. It is included here because of the idea7’ 
that the observed baryon asymmetry in the Universe may have originated from 
CP- and B-violation in GUT reactionsg2 when the Universe was 0(10-35) sec- 
onds old. This qualitative mechanism is not strongg3 enough in the Standard 
Model to produce the observed baryon-tophoton ratio of a few times 10-l’, 
but could be fit in more complicated models containing more Higgs multiplets 
and/or more gauge bosons. However, the connection with low energy physics is 
not clear, since the extra baryosynthetic structure need only appear at the GUT 
scale, and may not be light enough to show up in present-day accelerator experi- 
ments. Also, it is important to note that in many of these models with additional 
low energy structure CP is violated spontaneously, in which case no significant 
baryon asymmetry can be generated. For this reason technicolor theories87 are 
not baryosynthetic. The QCD 0 parameter also does not contribute directly to 
the baryon asymmetry, g4 although one can argue that most theories which gen- 
erate enough baryons and do not possess some additional symmetry such as a 
Peccei-Quinn 23 U(1) or SUSY will also have a value of 8 close to the limit (35) 
and suggest a neutron electric dipole moment close to the present experimental 
limiLg5 Since cosmological CP-violation may be the reason we exist at this meet- 
ing, it provides a motivation for constructing a suitable extention of the Standard 
Model. 

3.5 NEUTRINO PHYSICS 
The death of a kaon is often the birth of a neutrino which can be used 

for hi 
% 

h intensity and precision neutrino physics, as was discussed by a working 
fFUP 6 at this meeting. One can imagine detailed measurements of vile, Do e and 
v,e scattering which enable one to measure da/dy as well as u. In this way one 
might be able to measure sin2t9w with a sensitivity comparable to that obtainable 
from experiments near the Z” peak. The comparison between low energy and 
high energy measurements is a crucial check to the radiative corrections g7 whose 
calculability was the prime motivation for spontaneously broken gauge theories. 
To get some idea of the precision required, let us recall that 

6mz0 w 140 GeV x 6(sin2Bw) (36) 
so that a determination of mzo with a precision of about 300 MeV would fix 
sin28w with an error of f0.002. It is not clear that one would gain from a more 
accurate value of mZO, because of uncertainties in the one loop correction due to 
strongly interacting particles and because of higher order radiative corrections 
to the Z” mass. Compare this precision with the shiftg8 in the apparent value 
of sin20w due to radiative corrections, which is O(O.012). In this context, a 
“precision” low energy determination of sin2ew should mean an error << 0.01 
and preferably O(O.002). 
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As discussed by Shrock4’ at this meeting, another interesting class of low 
energy neutrino experiments inVOheS searches”for massive neutrinos VH. One 
may look for their production in a + ~~11, evH and K + puff, evH decays via 
anomalous bumps in the lepton energy spectrum, in which cases one is sensitive 
to IupH12 or IueH12 respectively, where the u!H are mixing matrix elements, as 
seen m Fig. 13. Another possibility is to search for UH decays, as was mentioned 
at this meeting by Ferro-Luzzi. loo. One can look either for VH -+ uee+e- or for 
UH + ~(77, and is generally sensitive to the product lUe~Ue~I or IUe~Up~I. 
Figure 13 is taken from a proposal loo for such a decay experiment at CERN, and 
we see that very large ranges of mixing matrix elements are accessible to such an 
experiment. This range could be further improved using a more intense source, 
just as the /I or e spectrum bump-hunting experiments could also improve in 
sensitivity. 

10-4 

Fig- 13. Actual and potential bounds 310-7 
on hevy neutrino couplings as func- x 
tions of their masses. 
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3.6 A PERSONAL PRIORITY LIST 

It is always dangerous to put something like this into print, as it is likely 
to be over-simplified and over-interpreted. However, several participants have 
urged me to produce such a distillation, which I do not mind doing as long as 
everyone realizes it is just a personal opinion, and there are at least as many 
different opinions as there are theorists at this meeting. 

Top of my priorities would be a measurement of the CP-violating parameter 
6/c, because of the light it would cast on the mechanism(s) of CP-violation. 
Second would be K+ -+ ?r+ + nothing experiments, because this is the last 
great frontier of AS # 0 neutral interactions which will tell us a lot about the 
Standard Model as well as expose us to new physics. Next I come to the more 
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speculative searches for new interactions, at the top of which list I would place 
Ki -+ pe. This seems to be more sensitive and topical than the other searches 
such as K* -+ rr*pe, C -+ ppe, and PA --+ eA, p + ey and p -+ e ee. At 
the bottom of my list come precision neutrino experiments, in part because of 
my doubts whether the errors could be reduced sufficiently to be really exciting. 
Then there are many other experiments which get an “incomplete.” 

4. Beyond Physics 

The discussion of serious physics has terminated with the previous section. 
Now I would like to mention to you briefly a little philosophical speculation you 
may care to entertain: can one observe a violation of quantum mechanics? 

It has been noticed”’ that black holes correspond to mixed thermal states 
with finite entropy associated to the existence of an event horizon across which 
information can be lost. Hawkinglo has further observed that quantum effects 
cause black holes to radiate particles with a mixed thermal spectrum. These 
discoveries may not be of purely philosophical or astrophysical significance in 
view of the old idealo that spacetime may have a foamy structure at short 
distances, with O(1) mini black hole or other topological structure (instanton?) 
in every Planck volume. Thus we may imagine that event horizons constantly 
appear and disappear, and wonder whether this would have any implication for 
the purity of quantum mechanical wave functions. Hawking and collaborators3g 
have performed calculations suggesting that indeed gravitational instantons may 
cause initially pure states to evolve with time into mixed states., and Hawkinglo 
has argued that the conventional laws of quantum mechanics should be modified 
as a consequence. 

He entertainslo the possibility that an initial density matrix pcD may yield 
a final density matrix ~2~: 

I’& =&CD &I (37) 
A where the superscattering operator BBC D does not factorize into the product of 

an S matrix and its adjoint: 
A to 

bicD # scsg (38) 
as in conventional quantum mechanics. 
expect lo5 

If this is indeed the case, one might 
a non-standard equation for the time evolution of the density matrix: 

g =Pb) (39) 
where fl is a general hermitian linear operator which does not take the standard 
form: 

fl=i[p,H]+6fl : Sfl#O (40) 
it is easy to check that pure states may evolve into mixed states if the ,$ operator 
does not factor as in Eq. (38), or if fl takes the non-canonical form (40). We 
would expect lo6 the conventional rules of quantum mechanics to apply on time 
scales 6t << IS fl I -l, but expect that if 

str Is/q-’ (41) 
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then violations of quantum mechanics may be observable. This general expect- 
ationlo6 is indeed borne out by calculations in simple examples105 of modified 
quantum mechanical systems. 

For example, one might expect that an initially pure K” state produced in a 
hadron-hadron collision could evolve into a mixed state which is approximately a 
KL but with a small KS admixture. This KS component can come from a term 
6 p in (40) which produces a slow ‘decay’ of the KL into the I<s, appearing 
as a continuous ‘regeneration’ of KS in vacua (precisely what one would expect 
if the definite phase relationship between the K” and K” components of a KL 
beam were to become mixed in some way). This contributes to the downstream 
27r yield in a way which is distinguishable from the usual CP impurity of the I<L, 
but this distinction requires a precise comparison of the CP parameters 17+-I N 
1~1, 4+-, and 6 N 2Rec. Based on existing data” this comparison gives 

ISflI <2X10-21GeV . - (42) 

A constraint on IS fl I f or neutrons of similar magnitude can be deduced105j106 
from the success of long baseline neutron interferometry experiments. Since neu- 
tral kaons are at the cutting edge of this issue, it might be worthwhile to consider 
how one might devise somewhat more sensitive tests of quantum mechanics in 
the Ice - K” system. 

5. A Question 

Figure 14 is an artist’s impression of the recent- past history of elementary 
particle physics and its cousins which also features some possible extrapolations 
into the future. The horizontal lines depict fields of study which do not get 
more fundamental as time elapses. The diagonal line depicts the direction of 
elementary particle physics, including a few landmarks passed in the past as well 
as some possible landmarks of the future. As the diagonal and horizontal lines 
diverge, new fields of study open up between them. For example, the recent 
achievement of a consensus Standard Model of elementary particle physics bids 
fair to act as a node where a new line branches off horizontally. This may meet 
a new diagonal line branching off from traditional nuclear physics. 

The old pion factories were mainly motivated by nuclear physics but have 
turned out to give some help in elucidating the Standard Model. Kaon factories 
would surely be useful for Standard Model physics. We can ask ourselves whether 
they will have significant impact on the particle physics of the 1990’s. Assuming 
that they do, we should also ask our political masters whether we. are playing in 
a zero-sum game. Would any significant fraction of the cost of a kaon factory be 
charged against the elementary particle physics account? If so, we particle physics 
chauvinists have to wonder whether kaon factories would be a cost-effective means 
of pursuing our discipline. 

The “weak” lobby gathered at this meeting is agreed that strange physics 
is great physics. Furthermore, there seems to be little transatlantic competition 
since we learn that there is to be no beam for charged kaon physics at CERN in 
the foreseeable future. One has the impression that a kind of Yalta philosophy 
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may be at work, according to which CERN concentrates on a physics and leaves 
strange physics to accelerators in the United States. Can the variety of strange 
physics we feel necessary be done “on the cheap”? 
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Fig. 14. A sketch of the past and possible future evolution of elementary particle 
physics and related disciplines. 
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